Young Readers Programme popular titles for ages 5-8
The Elves and the Storymaker by L Anholt (Orchard)
A fabulously funny first chapter book, part of a series retelling
fairytales in a silly style. The Prince always makes such a terrible
racket. What princess will ever marry him?
ISBN: 9781846163128
32 pages
£4.99
30 Yummy Things to Cook and Eat by C Atkinson (Usborne)
Perfect for budding chefs, this photographic guide contains step-bystep instructions for a variety of recipes to inspire young cooks,
including mini meringues and chocolate brownies.
ISBN: 9780746098387
64 pages
£6.99
Atomic by G Bass (Scholastic)
Jonny and Tommy Atomic’s dad is the most famous superhero in the
world but they’re not allowed to tell anyone about their own powers.
Can they stop Vinister Vile’s evil plan? Good for superhero fans.
ISBN: 9781407111216
168 pages
£5.99
Secret Kingdom: Enchanted Palace by R Banks (Orchard)
A new series aimed at newly confident readers. In this first book, best
friends Ellie, Summer and Jasmine find a magic box and must be brave
and imaginative to help save a fantastical land from danger.
ISBN: 9781408323649
128 pages
£4.99
Action Dogs: Howling Inferno by S Barlow & S Skidmore (Usborne)
A fun and action-packed series” featuring dog superheroes and their
battles with their evil cat enemies. Featuring a mix of text and graphic
novel-style pages. Lots of fun for ages 7+.
ISBN: 9781409520320
144 pages
£4.99
Space Race by M Blackman (Corgi)
Jake won’t stop boasting about his space ship, and soon he and Lizzy
are involved in a race in this super space story for new readers from
an award-winning Children’s Laureate.
ISBN: 9780552568937
64 pages
£4.99
The Dark Cauldron by A Blade (Orchard)
Choose-your-own-adventure stories made even more exciting by
featuring characters from the popular Beast Quest series. Fans will
love controlling the action and battling with beasts.
ISBN: 9781408309438
112 pages
£4.99
Football Crazy by T Bradman
Danny, Lewis and Jamil are amazed when footie legend Joe Ramsey
agrees to coach their team, but it’s tough being coached by a master!
A short and accessible story for less keen or confident readers.
ISBN: 9781781122129
51 pages
£5.99
How Nearly Everything Was Invented by ‘The Brainwaves’
A funny and fascinating look at over 300 of the world's most
important inventions, from the steam engine to the light bulb.
Crammed with information, this is perfect for older fact fans.
ISBN: 9781405329781
61 pages
£7.99
9781405329781
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Paper Toys: Action Heroes by C Bruzzoni
Make a range of characters (no glue required!), including a diver and a
secret agent, read fascinating facts about real-life superstars from
personal files and download doodle projects from a website.
ISBN: 9781405329781
61 pages
£7.99
9781405329781
Mega Mash-Ups Pirates v Ancient Egyptians by N Catlow (Nosy Crow)
One of a series of titles combining popular children’s interests into
interactive stories. Children add their own illustrations to complete
the story, in this case foiling pirates from stealing priceless treasure.
ISBN: 9780857630100
96 pages
£4.99
Utterly Me, Clarice Bean by L Child (Orchard)
The first chapter book of a series featuring the irrepressible Clarice,
who aims to impress her teacher (and win a prize!) in the class book
project with best friend Betty Moody. For stronger, older readers.
ISBN: 9781843623045
192 pages
£6.99
Spy Dog: Mummy Madness by A Cope (Puffin)
The ninth in the bestselling series sees Lara battling to keep The Nile
Ruby out of Mr Big’s evil hands to save national security. A gripping
read for developing readers who enjoy adventure or pet stories.
ISBN: 9780141344317
35 pages
£5.99
The Promise by N Davies (Walker)
A thief tries to snatch an old woman's bag, but is made to promise
something in return - to "plant them all" - and finds the bag is full of
acorns. A book about the power we have to transform our world.
ISBN: 9781406355598
48 pages
£6.99
Racing Cars by K Daynes (Usborne)
Full of information on racing cars from how they were invented to a
breakdown of the different models, presented in a fun way with
photographs, diagrams, comic strips and internet links.
ISBN: 9780746093795
80 pages
£6.99
Magic Tricks to Make and Do by B Denne (Usborne)
A large picture book containing diagrams and explanations of a range
of tricks, including card and disappearing tricks, to amaze any
audience, along with stickers to decorate props.
ISBN: 9781409538967
32 pages
£4.99
Princess Mirror-Belle Collection by J Donaldson (Macmillan)
One of a series of Early Readers, designed to support children gaining
confidence in reading as they move from picture to chapter books.
Contains three short stories with clear text and colour illustrations.
ISBN: 9781447208648
128 pages
£5.99
How To: Football (Dorling Kindersley)
This book shows you 'how to' with simple step-by-step photographs
and easy-to-follow instructions; from coaching tips and practice drills
to key match day tactics.
ISBN: 9781405363389
63 pages
£7.99
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The Disgusting Sandwich by G Edwards (Alison Green)
When a little boy drops his sandwich, all sorts of creatures try to get
their hands on it, from a slug to a fox – but it’s a very hungry badger
who is most determined! A clever tale of animal habits.
ISBN: 9781407141450
32 pages
£6.99
The Dunderheads by P Fleischmann (Walker)
A fantastically fun story in a long picture book format about a group of
resourceful children and their awful teacher, Miss Breakbone, who
confiscates a birthday present and gets her come-uppance!
ISBN: 9781406326048
56 pages
£6.99
Where’s Wally: Fantastic Journey by M Handford (Walker)
Children love seeing how quickly they can spot wandering Wally and
his friends in this popular title from the Where’s Wally? series. A fun
and interactive title, also suitable for less confident readers.
ISBN: 9781406305876
32 pages
£6.99
Rescue Princesses: Secret Promise by P Harrison (Nosy Crow)
A good first chapter book for more confident readers or for reading
aloud, this is part of a series featuring princesses with a sense of
adventure (and some Ninja skills!)
ISBN: 9780857630971
114 pages
£4.99
Looking After Guinea Pigs by L Howell (Usborne)
One of a series of pet guides including how to look after your rabbit,
hamster, gerbil, cat or dog, packed with useful information about
feeding, playing and caring for your pet.
ISBN: 9781409561880
63 pages
£4.99
Specs for Rex by Y Ismail (Bloomsbury)
Rex isn’t keen on his new glasses, in fact he tries to hide them but it's
tricky hiding specs that are so big, round and red! Luckily they end up
helping him win a new friend, a gold star – and to see properly!
ISBN: 9781408836972
28 pages
£6.99
Little Book of Horses and Ponies by S Khan (Usborne)
Young pony fans will enjoy finding out about a range of horses and
ponies in this small spiral hardback, containing colour photos and lots
of information, including basic riding tips .
ISBN: 9781409508694
64 pages
£5.99
Lego DC Superheroes: Ready for Action (Ladybird)
Lego fans and very new readers may enjoy this series of short, very
visual books featuring favourite DC superheroes.
ISBN: 9781409366133
32 pages
£4.99
Captain Mack and the Giant Squid by J Lomas-Bullivant (Walker)
This full-colour paperback is a great introduction to comics and
graphic novels for younger children. Can Captain Mack (also seen on
TV) rescue the submarine from the giant squid?
ISBN: 9781406323603
48 pages
£4.99
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Fairy tale Hairdresser by A Longstaff (Corgi)
Kitty Lacey is the most famous hairdresser in Fairyland, and characters
queue up to visit her salon. When the wicked Witch calls in, Kitty
spots an evil plan afoot! A lovely quirky picture book.
ISBN: 9780552561860
32 pages
£5.99
The Lying Carpet by D Lucas
A girl called Faith wakes up to find she is a statue in a room with only
a talking rug for company. This picture book is a fascinating
exploration of truth, hope and a great introduction to philosophy.
ISBN: 9781849390170
80 pages
£6.99
Ballet Academy by L Mack
A great chapter book for newly independent readers and ballet fans
following the story of Lucy, training to be a professional dancer at the
Academy, and her first appearance in The Nutcracker.
ISBN: 9781409351955
127 pages
£4.99
Loom Magic by J McCann (Simon and Schuster)
One of a series of four books for loom-band fans, a craze which, like
Minecraft, is sweeping through playgrounds. Containing dozens of
designs that are quick and easy to make.
ISBN: 9781471124341
122 pages
£6.99
Summer the Holiday Fairy by D Meadows (Orchard)
Rachel and Kirsty are on a trip to Rainspell Island but Jack Frost has
stolen some magical shells. Can they help Summer get them back? An
‘early reader’ version of the longer stories with more colour pictures.
ISBN: 9781408327456
72 pages
£4.99
Chloe the Topaz Fairy by D Meadows (Orchard)
Disaster has struck Fairyland! Jack Frost has stolen all the jewels from
Queen Titania’s crown. Can Rachel and Kirsty rescue Chloe’s in time?
Formulaic fiction for developing readers.
ISBN: 9781843629566
80 pages
£3.99
Minecraft: Beginner’s Handbook (Egmont)
One of a series of four neat hardbacks (Redstone, Construction and
Combat also available) containing all you need to know to build and
run the best Minecraft world. A great choice for gamers.
ISBN: 9781405268394
80 pages
£7.99
Weird but True! 6 (National Geographic)
The latest edition to the popular series offering 300 more wacky facts,
illustrations, and photographs. A short and snappy reference book
perfect for fact fans and less confident readers.
ISBN: 9781426314902
208 pages
£5.99
Off With Their Heads by M Oliver (Buster)
An exciting history of Britain in easy to digest, bite-sized chunks. Get
to grips with the bloodiest battles, the mightiest monarchs and all the
most memorable moments, from the Gunpowder plot to WW1.
ISBN: 9781780551340
128 pages
£5.99
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Fluffy and Scruffy: A Tale of Two Kittens by L Pichon (Scholastic)
From the author of the popular Tom Gates series, this charming
picture book tells the story of Fluffy, a sleek and lovely kitty, and her
messy neighbour, as they bond over a mouse invasion.
ISBN: 9781407143798
27 pages
£6.99
Agatha Parrott by K Poskitt (XX)
A good chapter book for more confident readers and Mr Gum fans,
this is the latest in a series featuring a cheery main character and a
cast of fun school friends and their adventures .
ISBN: 9781405265751
205 pages
£6.99
My Moshi Monsters Joke Book (Puffin)
Great for Moshi Monster and humour fans alike, this title features
over 230 monster-tickling jokes submitted by children. Filled with
humour kids will love.
ISBN: 9781409390459
64 pages
£4.99
Dinosaurs: Top Trumps (Puffin)
Dinosaur fans will find lots of fascinating facts in this short hardback
packed with colour pictures, information and activities. Includes free
Top Trump cards to add to the fun.
ISBN: 9781409392477
32 pages
£6.99
Dirty Bertie by D Roberts (Little Tiger)
A wonderful picture book that’s fun to read aloud, featuring a boy
with horrible habits and a “No, Bertie! That's dirty, Bertie!” refrain.
Also available in ‘early reader’ chapter books for older children.
ISBN: 9781854308207
32 pages
£5.99
Eyewonder: Rainforest by J Sharman (Dorling Kindersley)
A colourful and informative book for children interested in learning
about different environments either for a school project of just for
personal interest. Great photos and facts for younger children.
ISBN: 9781405304702
48 pages
£5.99
Pip Street: A Whiskery Mystery by J Simmons (Scholastic)
Recommended for Mr Gum fans, this fun chapter book in a new series
includes great black and white illustrations throughout. Bobby has just
moved house and his cat, Conkers, goes missing – can he find him?.
ISBN: 9781854308207
32 pages
£5.99
Early Readers: Horrid Henry’s Birthday Party by F Simon (Orion)
Three shorter stories with colour illustrations from an incredibly
popular series, perfect for children who are just learning to read by
themselves. Similar versions are available for Rainbow Fairies stories.
ISBN: 9781842557228
75 pages
£4.99
Claude in the City by Alex T Smith (Hodder)
A lovely introduction to a series of books starring a rather charming
dog and his sidekick Sir Bobblysock. Fun, adventure and mystery will
keep new readers turning the pages (and asking for more!)
ISBN: 9780340998991
95 pages
£4.99
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I Am (Not) a Loser by J Smith (Little Tiger)
The Wimpy Kid phenomena has (almost) made being uncool cool, but
the books are a little old for some of the children who’d want to read
them – this is a perfect substitute for new readers age 7+.
ISBN: 9781405260312
238 pages
£5.99
You’re a Bad Man, Mr Gum by A Stanton (Egmont)
Mr Gum is a horrid old man, with a bad attitude and a fairy living in his
bath who hits him with a frying pan if his garden isn’t tidy. A hilarious
Roald Dahl-esque read-aloud favourite for ages 7+.
ISBN: 9781405223102
256 pages
£6.99
You Wouldn’t Want to be An Egyptian Mummy by D Stewart
A lighthearted but informative book for children enjoying learning
about the Ancient Egyptians, from the point of view of an Egyptian
Mummy, with lots of horrible facts children will love to hear about!
ISBN: 9781909645257
32 pages
£6.99
Kidnapped: The 100-Mile an Hour Dog’s Sizzling Summer by J Strong
The latest tale about Streaker, on holiday in France where he meets
the beautiful Pascal. Together they team up to try and solve the
mystery of equipment going missing from their campsite.
ISBN: 978014134415
141 pages
£5.99
Guinea Pigs Online by A Swift (Quercus)
A jolly first chapter book about two guinea pigs, Fuzzy and Coco.
Guinea pigs all over town are starting to disappear – can Coco and
friends use the internet to get to the bottom of the mystery?
ISBN: 9780857389909
178 pages
£4.99
Brilliant Bugs by S Tagholm (Dorling Kindersley)
Discover a host of fascinating bug facts including which insect fires
acid from its abdomen, whether all bugs have brains and what makes
a flea flee in this beautifully presented information book.
ISBN: 9781405342889
61 pages
£6.99
50 Things to Make and Do by F Watt (Usborne)
A handy-sized book full of ideas for easy craft projects, including
simple painting and printing projects, collages, finger puppets,
patterned eggs and greetings cards.
ISBN: 9781409582946
103 pages
£5.99
Kitten Tales by H Webb (Stripes)
A chapter book for newly confident younger readers featuring three
cute kitten stories: Sky the Unwanted Kitten, Ginger the Stray Kitten
and Misty the Abandoned Kitten.
ISBN: 9781847154477
pages
£7.99
Lizzie Zipmouth by J Wilson (PRH)
A short chapter-book introduction to a very popular author for new
readers. Lizzie isn’t happy about having a new step-family and decides
to stop talking. Can anything or anyone make her unzip?
ISBN: 9780552557849
78 pages
£5.99

